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Abstract—Recovering the motion of a non-rigid body from
a set of monocular images permits the analysis of dynamic
scenes in uncontrolled environments. However, the extension of
factorisation algorithms for rigid structure from motion to the
low-rank non-rigid case has proved challenging. This stems from
the comparatively hard problem of finding a linear “corrective
transform” which recovers the projection and structure matrices
from an ambiguous factorisation.
We elucidate that this greater difficulty is due to the need
to find multiple solutions to a non-trivial problem, casting a
number of previous approaches as alleviating this issue by either
a) introducing constraints on the basis, making the problems non-
identical, or b) incorporating heuristics to encourage a diverse
set of solutions, making the problems inter-dependent. While it
has previously been recognised that finding a single solution to
this problem is sufficient to estimate cameras, we show that it is
possible to bootstrap this partial solution to find the complete
transform in closed-form. However, we acknowledge that our
method minimises an algebraic error and is thus inherently
sensitive to deviation from the low-rank model.
We compare our closed-form solution for non-rigid structure
with known cameras to the closed-form solution of Dai et al. [1],
which we find to produce only coplanar reconstructions. We
therefore make the recommendation that 3D reconstruction error
always be measured relative to a trivial reconstruction such as a
planar one.
I. INTRODUCTION
Structure from Motion (SfM) is the estimation of 3D points
from their 2D projections in a set of images. Typically the
projections are in correspondence between images and the
problem is to estimate the rigid 3D point cloud which gave rise
to the projections. Non-Rigid Structure from Motion (NRSfM)
describes the problem where the point cloud has some freedom
to deform between images. Obviously its degrees of freedom
must be limited somehow, or else it is equivalent to finding 3D
structure from 2D projections in a single image with no other
information. The most common generic assumption is that the
3D structure is low-rank, i.e. that the shape in each frame can
be represented as a linear combination of a small set of basis
shapes.
Factorisation algorithms for SfM reduce to estimation of
an affine “corrective transform.” While this is relatively easy
when the structure does not deform, it represents a significant
challenge in the non-rigid case. This increased difficulty arises
because the corrective transform can be partitioned into “cor-
rective triples,” in which the constraints on the transform are
not only independent, but identical. Since the complete trans-
form must be full-rank, it becomes necessary to find diverse
solutions to an already non-trivial problem. Past approaches
have generally either incorporated extra constraints on the
structure to make the problems non-identical, or added terms
which promote distinctness of solutions. These methods tend
to a) restrict the set of possible solutions, b) still result in a
hard problem, or c) be extremely noise sensitive.
Dai et al. [1] recently introduced an algorithm, centered
around the nuclear norm as a convex surrogate for matrix
rank, which does not suffer from any of these drawbacks. Their
method first involves a solution for a single corrective triple,
minimising the nuclear norm to find its rank-3 Gram matrix,
from which cameras are extracted (up to sign). Then the
minimum rank structure which satisfies projections is found,
again using the nuclear norm. Surprisingly, for a particular
shape of structure matrix, there is even a closed-form solution
to the minimum rank problem, although a differently-arranged
matrix is noted to give better reconstructions via an iterative
procedure.
In this work we prove that their closed-form solution is
degenerate, resulting in a 3D reconstruction which is coplanar
in every frame. We in turn show that there is a closed-form
solution for structure after estimating cameras, by finding the
space of solutions to a set of homogeneous linear equations
using an SVD. Unfortunately, this solution minimises an
algebraic error and is thus highly sensitive to projection noise
and deviations of the structure from being exactly rank-K.
Our method also requires knowledge of K, although this is
necessary for camera estimation anyway.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 covers the
problem definition and formulation. Section 3 looks at how
earlier work has dealt with the difficulties which emerge in
the formulation. Section 4 begins by proving that the pseudo-
inverse solution is planar and presents our alternative closed-
form solution. Section 5 presents our comparative experiments
which highlight the fragility of closed-form solutions, before
concluding in Section 6.
II. BACKGROUND AND FORMULATION
A. Projection of Low-Rank Structure
Consider the observation of a non-rigid 3D structure com-
prising P points by an orthographic camera in F images. The
ideal (noiseless) projection wij of point j in image i is given
by1
wij = Risij ; (1)
where sij is the 3D position of the point and Ri 2 R23 is
the projection matrix, necessarily satisfying
RiR
T
i = I2: (2)
The aim of NRSfM is to recover Ri and sij from wij . Clearly
this is under-constrained: even if all Ri were known, there
exists a 1D line of solutions for each sij independently.
In order to make this problem well-posed, it is assumed
that the shape in every frame can be represented as a linear
combination of the same K basis shapes, introducing depen-
dencies between the 3D points. This is expressed by
sij =
KX
k=1
cikbkj ; (3)
where bkj is point j in the k-th basis shape and cik are the
shape coefficients for image i.
Definition 1. The problem of low-rank NRSfM is to find Ri,
sij , bkj and cik which satisfy (1), (2) and (3).
Since there is no obvious way to solve this problem,
research has turned to factorisation-based techniques in search
of a solution.
B. Low-Rank Factorisation of Projections
Through some manipulation, Bregler et al. [2] showed that
the 2F  P matrix of projections
W 
264w11    w1P... . . . ...
wF1    wFP
375 ; (4)
satisfies
rank(W)  3K; (5)
since it can be expressed
W =MB; (6)
where M is 2F  3K and B is 3K P . This is observed by
stacking the projection equations
W = RS; (7)
where
R =
264R1 . . .
RF
375 ; S 
264s11    s1P... . . . ...
sF1    sFP
375 ;
and noting that
S = (C
 I3)B; (8)
where
B 
264b11    b1P... . . . ...
bK1    bKP
375 ; C 
264c11    c1K... . . . ...
cF1    cFK
375 ;
1This assumes that the projections and structure have been centered, which
we note is non-trivial in the face of missing data.
thus giving (6) with
M = R(C
 I3) =
264 c11R1    c1KR1... . . . ...
cF1RF    cFKRF
375 ; (9)
often referred to as the “motion matrix.” Rather than trying
to solve directly for R, C and B given W, this suggests a
solution by transforming a rank-3K factorisation, analogous to
Tomasi and Kanade’s algorithm for rigid SfM [3]. Obtaining
such a factorisation W = M^B^ (e.g. by SVD) and assuming
that (5) holds with equality, there must exist a 3K3K matrix
G such that M = M^G and, further, any such G must be
full-rank (proof in Appendix A). Recovery of this full-rank
“corrective transform”G equates to a complete reconstruction,
since we could easily extract cameras and coefficients from
M and then compute B = G 1B^. Clearly G must also be
invertible (and therefore full-rank) to recover the basis in this
manner.
Before proceeding, we quickly note a number of ambigui-
ties which exist in the solution. Between cameras and structure
there is a global 3 3 rotation and reflection ambiguity V, as
well as a reflection ambiguity per frame, since
Ri
 X
k
cikbkj
!
= (RiV)
"X
k
cik(V
Tbkj)
#
= ( Ri)
"X
k
( cik)bkj
#
: (10)
There is also an ambiguity between the basis and coefficients,
since we may apply any full-rank K  K transform to the
coefficients, applying the inverse to the basis
S = (C
 I3)B = [(CA)
 I3]

(A 1 
 I3)B

; (11)
although this does not affect the structure S. Finally, while
we have only considered orthographic cameras thus far, the
formulation encompasses scaled orthographic cameras, with a
scale ambiguity between structure and camera per frame,
(iRi)
 X
k
cikbkj
!
= Ri
"X
k
(icik)bkj
#
: (12)
C. Orthonormality Constraints
The only constraint we have on the corrective transform G
is that it brings M = M^G to be of the specific form in (9).
The set of matrices of this form has been dubbed the “motion
manifold” [4]. This requires that each 2 3 block Mik of M
is a scaled row-orthonormal matrix
Mik = cikRi: (13)
Partitioning G into column triples of size 3K 3 and M^ into
row pairs of size 2 3K
G  [G1    GK ] ; M^ 
264M^1...
M^F
375 ; (14)
each block is given according to
Mik = M^iGk; (15)
and orthonormality of camera matrices requires
MikM
T
ik = M^iGkG
T
k M^
T
i = c
2
ikI2: (16)
It’s immediately evident that the constraints involving Gk do
not depend on any G` 6=k, therefore the equations constraining
Gk are independent. Eliminating c2ik by taking the difference
between the two diagonal elements of this matrix, we see that
the constraints for Gk in fact do not depend on k itself either.
This yields independent and identical systems of 2F quadratic
equations in each “corrective triple” Gk
f(GkG
T
k ) = 0; (17)
where2
f(Qk) =

[M^iQkM^
T
i ]11   [M^iQkM^Ti ]22
[M^iQkM^
T
i ]12
F
i=1
; (18)
is linear in the elements of Qk.
Definition 2. The problem of finding a corrective transform
is to find K solutions Gk to (17) which form a full-rank
corrective transform G.
It’s clear from (9) and (15) that a corrective triple for one
basis shape is sufficient to recover the camera in every frame
up to sign [5], provided that none of the coefficients are zero.
Therefore we are interested in the somewhat easier problem
of finding a single non-trivial solution to (17), alleviating
the difficultly of finding multiple solutions with linearly-
independent columns.
Phrasing the problem as an optimisation, finding a single
corrective triple is to solve
min
Gk
f(GkGTk ) s.t. h(GkGTk ) = 1; (19)
where an additional linear constraint
h(Qk) = [M^1QkM^
T
1 ]11 = c
2
1k = 1; (20)
is incorporated to avoid the trivial solution Gk = 0. This
problem has a non-convex quartic objective with a quadratic
equality constraint. Equivalently, we can instead solve for the
3K  3K Gram matrix Qk = GkGTk in
min
Qk=QTk
kf(Qk)k
s.t. Qk  0; rank(Qk)  3; h(Qk) = 1:
(21)
This trick was introduced in rigid SfM [6], but note that the
rigid case (K = 1) yields a convex feasible set because the
rank constraint is implicit in Q1 being 3 3.
Unfortunately, it’s not obvious how to find a single solution
to either of these forms, let alone characterise a set of K
distinct solutions composing a full corrective transform.
III. RELATED WORK
A. Estimating All Corrective Triples Jointly
Some past approaches have attempted to solve for all
corrective triples jointly, replacing the full-rank constraint with
some heuristic objective terms to promote diversity. Brand [7]
proposed to find multiple Gk using non-linear minimisation
2[]ij denotes the (i; j)-th entry of a matrix expression.
with different random initialisations and an additional objective
term which promotes the orthogonality of the columns of Gk
to those of Gj<k. Akhter et al. [8] introduced the heuristic
of penalising [det(G)   1]2, since G is full-rank if and only
if det(G) 6= 0. These methods are either non-deterministic
(with random initialisation) or only suitable for refining an
approximate solution (with strong initialisation).
B. Estimating Corrective Triples Independently
An alternative strategy is to incorporate additional con-
straints on the basis such that the orthonormality constraints
on Gk in (16) vary with k, yielding systems which are
independent but not identical.
Xiao et al. [9] proposed, without loss of generality, to
constrain the basis to be the (unknown) 3D shapes in a subset
of K frames. In these frames t  K, the coefficients were
known to be ctk = [t   k] (one at t = k, zero elsewhere).
This assumption gave sufficient extra constraints
M^tQkM^
T
u = ctkcukRtR
T
u = 0;
t  K; t 6= k (22)
to disambiguate the bases and facilitate a linear solution forQk
without the rank constraint. The main issue with this algorithm
is that it minimises an algebraic error on the elements of Qk,
making it extremely sensitive to noise. Estimating corrective
triples independently also introduces the difficult problem
of aligning corrective triples, which Xiao et al. dismiss as
a Procrustes alignment step. However, before aligning two
corrective triples Gk and G`, the relative sign of all ctk and
ct` must be known, an obstacle which seems to have been
acknowledged only by Rabaud [10]. Other drawbacks of this
approach are that the equations could be poorly conditioned
if the K frames were chosen badly (or if there didn’t exist a
good choice), and that it requires O(K2) images.
In a similar vein, the trajectory basis approach of Akhter
et al. [5] pointed to the fact that C can be considered a 1D
temporal basis and B a matrix of trajectory coefficients. The
key difference is that this interpretation motivates an object ag-
nostic basis (typically a low frequency Discrete Cosine Trans-
form basis). With C known, the constraints in (16) become
distinct for different k (and non-homogeneous), similarly to the
approach of Xiao et al. [9]. However, finding a single corrective
transform is still not easy, involving minimisation of a quartic
function in 9K dimensions. The authors of that paper used
non-linear optimisation, initialised using the rigid factorisation
algorithm, to find the corrective triple corresponding to the
DC (constant) basis. After estimating cameras relative to the
DC structure, the trajectory coefficients are computed as the
solution to a linear least squares problem. Trajectory basis
approaches impose the additional constraint that frames must
be ordered and equidistant in time, and requires significant
camera motion relative to that of the object [11], unrealistic
in most practical monocular scenarios. Additionally, a shape
agnostic basis assumption will fail for longer sequences, where
more and more DCT bases are required but the rank of the
system is bounded by the number of points [12].
Dai et al. [1] recently presented an effective algorithm
to recover a single solution for Gk without making any of
the above assumptions. Rather than constrain rank(Qk)  3,
they seek the feasible Qk with minimum rank using the
convex nuclear norm heuristic (equal to the trace for positive
semidefinite matrices)
min
Qk=QTk
trace(Qk)
s.t. Qk  0; f(Qk) = 0; h(Qk) = 1:
(23)
The nearest Gk is then obtained by eigendecomposition. This
may optionally be refined through non-linear optimisation of
the quartic objective.
C. Low-Rank Structure from Known Motion
Without having made any basis assumptions, the problem
which remains after extracting cameras is to estimate the low-
rank structure given projections and cameras. Assuming some
projection (or camera estimation) error, this is to solve
min
S]
FX
i=1
PX
j=1
kwij  Risijk2 s.t. rank(S])  K; (24)
introducing the rank-K reshaped 3P  F structure matrix
S] = B]CT ; (25)
with
S] 
264s11    sF1... . . . ...
s1P    sFP
375 ; B] 
264b11    bK1... . . . ...
b1P    bKP
375 :
This is a hard problem on account of the non-convex feasible
set. Dai et al. [1] proposed to solve the nuclear norm relaxation
of the minimum-rank problem,
min
S]
S] s.t. wij = Risij 8 i; j: (26)
Those authors also noted that the related problem,
min
S
S s.t. W = RS; (27)
has a closed-form solution via the pseudo-inverse S = RyW.
Furthermore, the pseudo-inverse solution also minimises the
actual rank of S with rank(S) = rank(W), not merely
the nuclear norm. In the following section we show that
unfortunately this minimiser is in fact a 3D reconstruction
which is coplanar in every frame.
D. Avoiding the Corrective Transform
There are, in addition, a number of methods which try
to avoid estimation of the corrective transform altogether,
notably [4], [13], [14]. However these in general require strong
initialisation, which returns us to the original problem. This
paper simply seeks to illuminate some of the theory of that
problem.
IV. CLOSED FORM SOLUTIONS FOR STRUCTURE
A. Planarity of the Pseudo-Inverse Solution
Multiplying the projections by the pseudo-inverse of the
cameras always gives a planar reconstruction because it is
equivalent to projecting the structure on to the row-space of
the cameras
RyW = RyRS = PR(S): (28)
This is consistent with the fact that the pseudo-inverse solution
also minimises the Frobenius norm. However, Liu et al. [15]
did indeed prove that it gives a unique minimiser of the nuclear
norm problem in (27) and that this solution also minimises the
actual rank. The catch is that there are in fact many solutions
which minimise the rank [15].
The fact that the planarity of these solutions could go un-
detected motivates our recommendation that 3D reconstruction
error be measured relative to a planar reconstruction in the
future.
B. Nullspace Solution
We now show that there is a closed-form solution for low-
rank structure given known cameras. Knowing that G must be
full-rank and given (9), we can see that it would be sufficient
to find a set of corrective triples G = fG1; : : : ;GKg with
linearly-independent columns, such that each Gk satisfies
R(ck 
 I3) = M^Gk (29)
for a corresponding column ck 2 RF of C. This is simply
a homogeneous linear equation in ck and Gk and there must
exist a 6F  (F + 9K) matrix Ak that defines an equivalent
equation
Ak

ck
vecGk

= 0: (30)
Taking the last K right singular vectors of Ak corresponds
to finding the K-dimensional nullspace of the system. Note
that any linear combination of these f(ck;Gk)g is also in the
nullspace, elegantly capturing the basis/coefficient ambiguity
in (11). While this does not guarantee that the columns will
be linearly-independent, it’s unlikely that the (9K + F )-
dimensional orthonormal vectors will happen to form a rank-
deficient G. The coefficients ck can be eliminated using a QR
decomposition to at least ensure that the vectors fvecGkgk
are orthogonal. Having finally obtained the full G, structure
can be trivially recovered S = (C
 I3)G 1B^.
The solution only requires computation of the right singular
vectors corresponding to the K smallest singular values of a
6F  (F + 9K) system and inversion of a 3K  3K matrix.
To derive the explicit form of Ak, consider the partition
Ak = [A
i
k j  Aiik]. These matrices must satisfy Aikck =
vec(R(ck
I3)) and Aiik vec(Gk) = vec(M^Gk). The latter of
these is straightforward to derive using Kronecker vectorisation
identities Aiik = (I3 
 M^). The former must satisfy
(Aikck)(t;p;q) =
0B@
264 c1kR1...
cFkRF
375
1CA
(t;p);q
= ctk(Rt)pq (31)
for t = 1; : : : ; F , p = 1; 2 and q = 1; 2; 3, where tuples
denote compound indices into block matrices and vectors. This
is satisfied by the sparse matrix with elements
(Aik)(t;p;q);u =

(Rt)pq if t = u
0 otherwise
(32)
for u = 1; : : : ; F .
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Sequences
The sequences were generated using synthetic weak-
perspective projections of motion capture sequences from the
CMU MoCap database.3 The camera orbits the center of the
scene with angular velocity following a normal distribution
with  = 5 degrees per frame. The weak-perspective scale
was chosen such that its logarithm follows a normal distri-
bution with  = ln
p
2. For experiments with ground truth
cameras, the world reference frame is considered the “true”
reference frame, and the structure is projected into the rank-
K volume using SVD. For experiments with projection noise,
homogeneous noise was added to all 2D points after projection
(including weak perspective scaling). In addition to Dai et al.’s
solution for cameras, we also compare against the cameras
estimated by assuming that the projections belonged to a rigid
object.
B. Measuring 3D Shape Error
Shape error is calculated as the minimum Frobenius norm
over a similarity transform (translation, scale, rotation) in each
frame. To normalise the 3D shape error, we divide this quantity
by the same measure for a planar reconstruction. This ensures
that an error level which sounds passable (e.g. 20% of the
structure magnitude) but corresponds to an entirely coplanar
reconstruction does not slip under the radar.
C. Experiments
The first experiment (Figure 1) measures the reconstruction
error in the absence of projection noise where the structure
is exactly low-rank and K is known. Only the closed-form
solutions are able to recover the structure exactly, as expected.
The nullspace method fails catastrophically when cameras are
estimated using rigid SfM, as this effectively introduces noise.
The second experiment (Figure 2) uses real data without
projecting it in to the set of low-rank matrices. In this exper-
iment, there is no projection noise added, although deviation
from the low-rank model is treated as projection noise. As
expected, none of the algebraic methods can cope. Camera
estimation using the trace norm outperforms rigid camera
estimation. Each method was evaluated for a range of K,
retaining only the best reconstruction.
The final experiment (Figures 3 and 4) observes the degra-
dation of each method as the level of projection noise is
increased. It’s interesting to note that the algebraic methods all
experience spurious solutions at moderate noise levels before
returning to a planar reconstruction as the noise becomes
3http://mocap.cs.cmu.edu/
Fig. 1. Comparison of 3D error when the time-varying structure is known
to be exactly rank-K (K = 5). From left to right the algorithms are i) Xiao
et al.’s closed-form solution, ii) Dai et al.’s iterative nuclear norm solution and
iii) our closed-form nullspace solution, both using cameras from rigid SfM,
iv) and v) the same methods using Dai et al.’s trace norm solution for cameras.
Poor estimation of the cameras causes our closed-form method to fail since
the rank inequality is violated.
Fig. 2. Comparison of 3D error when the time-varying structure is not
truncated to rank-K. Each method was evaluated for a range of K, keeping
the best solution. For a realistic deviation from the low rank model (without
adding projection noise), both of the closed-form methods fail. Dai et al.’s
method of camera estimation proves significantly better than using cameras
estimated by rigid SfM.
overwhelming, whereas the nuclear norm approaches fail more
gracefully.
VI. CONCLUSION
A previous closed-form solution for low-rank structure
given cameras has been proven to produce coplanar solutions
and an alternative closed-form solution has been proposed.
While it remains to be seen whether this solution can be a
useful component in a practical solution for 3D reconstruction,
it represents an important theoretical insight into the problem
of estimating a corrective transform in factorisation approaches
to NRSfM, to which a number of papers have been devoted
in the past decade.
Fig. 3. Comparison of 3D error for time-varying structure which is exactly
rank-K under varying 2D projection noise. The methods compared are Xiao
et al.’s joint solution for cameras and structure versus Dai et al’s iterative
nuclear norm solution and our closed-form nullspace solution for structure,
using cameras estimated by Dai et al.’s trace norm solution and using ground
truth cameras. All closed-form solutions are sensitive to noise. Our closed-
form solution can withstand a greater level of noise than Xiao et al.’s solution
only when ground truth cameras are known.
Fig. 4. Same as Figure 3, but with K = 5.
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APPENDIX
Theorem 1. If rank(W) = r and W = MB with M and
B being m  r and r  n respectively, then for any rank-r
factorisation W = M^B^, there exists an r  r matrix G such
that
M = M^G: (33)
This matrix must be full-rank.
Proof: rank(M) = r since W = MB implies that
rank(M)  rank(W) = r and rank(M)  r due to its
dimension. Further, the definition W = MB implies that
col(W)  col(M). Since rank(M) = rank(W), it must be
true that dim col(W) = dim col(M). If A is a subspace of
B and dim(A) = dim(B) then A = B. Therefore col(W) =
col(M) and there must exist a G such that M = M^G, since
col(W)  col(M^) by definition. The matrix must be full-
rank, since M = M^G implies rank(G)  rank(M) = r and
rank(G)  r due to its dimension.
